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Guide Me - Paradise 
Featuring: Courtney Sennish 

Show Runs January 28 - March 19, 2016 
Reception: Friday, February 5, 5-8pm 

 

Courtney Sennish roams the streets of San Francisco in search of illuminations: silent 
monuments bearing subtleties that have the power to transform her sense of being and 
place. Her process is an accumulation of labor, historical research, and intuition 
resulting in a phenomenological and physical conversion. Contemporary generations 
have grown accustomed to a lifestyle devoid of wilderness, accepting a contained form 
of nature as it's only presence in their lives. Courtney's work inquires as to how living in 
such a heavily fabricated and dictated environment changes our biology, and how these 
physical structures guide her personally in her everyday practice. Her artwork examines 
the urban landscape through isolating specific moments and features found during her 
pilgrimage through this environment. She grants a spatial story to these accumulations 
through research into the history of the landscape's geography as well as through the 
use of intuitive and experiential discoveries. The resulting works collage both the flat 
and the vast worlds that exist simultaneously within and before us, while the diverse 
mediums she utilizes represent the different processes we all have of perceiving, 
experiencing and relating to the world around us.  
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Johansson Projects is a contemporary art gallery that functions as a 
curatorial laboratory, creating exhibitions that pair established and internationally-
recognized artists with up-and-coming locals. With no show confined purely to gallery 
walls it prompts viewers to actively engage with artists who explore the mysteries 
embedded in modernity often using unorthodox materials and methods. Johansson 
Projects is a locus for curators, collectors, and artists to connect and engage in dialogue 
with the larger art community both regionally and nationally. 

 

JOHANSSON PROJECTS 
2300 Telegraph Ave, Oakland, CA 94612 

info@johanssonprojects.com 
Hours: Thurs - Sat 1 - 5 

510.444.9140 

 
Calendar Info: 
Art Exhibition: 

GUIDE ME - PARADISE 
Featuring works by Courtney Sennish 

When: 
Show Runs January 28 - March 19, 2016 

Reception Friday, February 5, 5-8 PM 
  

Where: 
Johansson Projects 
2300 Telegraph Ave. 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Information: 
510.444.9140 

Hours: Thursday - Saturday 1 - 5 pm 

contact Kimberly Johansson 
info@johanssonprojects.com 

www.johanssonprojects.com 
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